Iveco stralis fault codes download

Power lever, display, buzzer, speed sensor output short to positive. B 3 abnormal signal.
Possible incorrect configuration of the electronic control unit. Relay mountain brake open
circuit 44 32 Key zoom. Relay for switching on the reversing lights open circuit 45 31 Key Zoom.
PTO switch on relay 1 open circuit 46 53 Key zoom. PTO switch on relay 2 open circuit 49 34
Key zoom. PTO 1 is not needed, but a signal about its operation is on 60 19 Key zoom. PTO 2 is
not needed, but a signal about its operation is on 61 31 Key zum. PTO 1 is disabled, but its
operation signal is on. PTO 2 is disabled, but its operation signal is on 63 31 Key zoom. PTO 1 is
needed, but there is no signal of his work 64 53 Key zoom. PTO 2 is needed, but there is no
signal of his work 66 29 Key buzzer Electrovalve U 2 valve control short to positive 67 54 Key
buzzer Solenoid valve U 3 valve control short to positive 68 9 Key buzzer Electrovalve U 4 gear
selection control short to positive 69 5 Key buzzer Electrovalve U 5 gear selection control short
to positive 70 4 Key buzzer Electrovalve U 6 gear shift control short to positive 71 10 Key buzzer
Electrovalve U7 gearshift control short to positive 72 7 Key buzzer Electrovalve U 8 control of
low gears short to positive 73 8 Key buzzer Electrovalve U 9 conventional gear control short to
positive 74 52 Key buzzer Electrovalve U 10 air supply control short to positive 75 55 Key
zooms. Abnormal engine speed sensor reading 98 16 Key buzzer The signal from the speed
sensor at the input of the gearbox V 2 - an abnormal signal or it is not 99 40 Key buzzer The
signal from the speed sensor at the output of the gearbox V 3 is an abnormal signal or not 17
Key zoom. Tachograph sensor - abnormal signal Electronic control unit malfunction Key zoom.
Gear position sensor B4 short to positive 3 Key zoom. Gear position sensor B4 short to ground
3 Key zoom. Transmission Position Sensor B4 open circuit 3 Key zoom. Valve malfunction no
trip 54,29,28 Key buzzer Distributor malfunction no transition to the new position 54,29,28 STOP
key buzzer Distributor failure does not turn on. Malfunction in gear shift, does not turn off 5,9,27
Key buzzer Malfunction in the gear switch - there is no transition to a new position 9. Dispenser
unwanted shut off 59 Key zoom. The S. The R. The W. The C. The signal from the door switch,
the door is open. EDC PWM no signal generation capability - Data transmission error no
information is transmitted between the engine control unit EMF and the accelerator pedal CAN
line is no connection between the joystick, robot, EDS and accelerator pedal memory may be
erased from the flash card motherboard of the joystick due to a short circuit Malfunction of the
electronic control unit, erroneous interruption Fault in electronic control unit, stack memory
overflow STOP key buzzer settings E. Comments: 0. Your email address will not be published.
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Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Short circuit or defective wiring. Check
wiring. Relay short circuit to battery positive or ground. Check wiring between ECM and battery.
Replace relay if necessary. Alternator or battery defective. Possible wiring problem. Replace
alternator regulator or battery Replace the alternator if necessary. Relay or wiring
short-circuited or interrupted. Engine idle speed: rpm. Accelerator pedal and brake pressed
simultaneously for too long ; Accelerator pedal blocked or faulty;. Incorrect use of vehicle.
Check the accelerator pedal signal and pedal mechanical movement. Clutch switch faulty or
wiring problems in pedal. Check clutch pedal switch and wiring. One of the two brake pedal
switches may be stuck. Check the synchronisation of both switches signal and wiring. Repair
action 12A Relays for engine brake valve Possible problems during after run. Relay or wiring
short circuited or interrupted. Grid heater short circuited to ground. Check wiring and
component. Sensor short -circuited or value implausible. Check the wiring. Replace sensor if
necessary. Operation in extreme environmental conditions or sensor inaccurate. Ensure the

engine is not working in extreme environmental conditions. Sensor short circuited or value
implausible. Re- place sensor if necessary. Parameter recovery value: mbar. Sensor short
circuited or difference between environmental pressure and turbo pressure implausible. Also
check the environ- mental pressure sensor. Sensor short-circuited or value implausible. Check
the wiring and oil level. No reaction perceivable by the driver. Parameter recovery value: 40 C.
Repair action Crankshaft speed No reaction noticeable on behalf of the driver. Signal
interrupted or wiring problem. With camshaft sensor No reaction perceivable by the driver.
Flywheel and timing sensor installation may be incorrect. Check wiring and installation of both
sensors. Fan off. Short circuit or fan actuator faulty. Check the wiring and the fan actuator.
Replace the actuator if necessary. Wiring or relay short-circuited. Filter Filter heater not
working. Wiring or filter heater short-circuited. Re- place the filter heater if necessary. Injector
no. Check correct tightness to torque of the connectors on the solenoid valve of the injector 1.
Check the integrity of the injector coil and replace the injector if defective. If the coil is integral,
check the wiring between the solenoid valve and EDC -connector. If the coil is integral, check
the wiring between the solenoid valve and EDC connector. Replace the filter heater if necessary.
If the coil is integral, check the wiring between the solenoid valve and EDC- connector. If the
coil is integral, check the wiring be- tween the solenoid valve and EDC-connector. If the coil is
integral, check the wiring between the solenoid valve and EDC-connector. Repair action Injector
Cylinder 4 The engine runs. Possible short-circuit in connections. Possible problem in. Injector
coil. Possible problem in control unit. Possible internal problem also in ECM. Replace the
injector if necessary. Possible problem in injector coil. Possible short circuit in connections.
Possible injector. Circuit One or more injectors bank 1 or bank 2 not operating. Possible injector
connection problem or disconnected internally. Possible problem in control. Possible problem
in control unit capacitor. After carrying out the compression test, turn the key OFF after-run.
Repair action 16E The minimum number of injections. Was not reached: stop the Engine More
than 2 injectors not operating. See individual faults in injectors. Possible injector connection
problem. Injectors short-circuited. Fault in control unit. Replace the engine control unit. Short
To batt. No fault perceived by the driver. EGR not working. Short circuit or EGR actuator faulty.
Replace the EGR actuator if necessary. Electro-valve Poor performance VGT actuator or wiring
defective. Check VGT wiring and actuator. Check the air filter and check parameters linked with
the turbine by performing a road test parameter acquisition. Sensor may be faulty. Determine
which turbine component caused the problem. Air filter may be blocked. Check turbine sensors
and actuator parameter acquisition. Check whether air filter is blocked. Sensor signal
implausible. Nox sensor may be faulty. Check the Nox sensor. Problems in the Denoxtronic on
the CAN line. Check and correct any faults in the Denoxtronic control unit. CAN configuration
incorrect. CAN connection defective. Terminal resistance not suit-. Check CAN line wiring.
Check Denoxtronic control unit wiring and operation. Sensor short-circuited or faulty. Check
wiring Replace sensor if necessary. Problems in AdBlue dosing system. Check the faults in the
Denoxtronic and consult the control unit troubleshooting guide. CAN connections defective.
Terminal resistance not suitable. Check terminal resistances. Check BC wiring and operation.
Check VCM wiring and operation. Check ECM wiring and operation. Electrical interference or
internal control unit problems. If the error persists to replace ECU. Reprogram the central unit. If
the error is repeated, replace the central unit, if needed. Ecu internal failure. Electronic
interference or control unit faulty. Problem in CAN line or immobiliser control unit. Check the
Immobiliser control unit is correctly connected. Enter the Immobiliser PIN code during the
emergency procedure. Battery voltage or possible internal control unit problem. Check battery
voltage or connections with the ECM. Replace the control unit if necessary. Battery voltage or
possible internal control unit problem Check battery voltage or connections with the ECM.
Check ECU, if required. Battery voltage or possible internal control unit problem Change ECU.
Too many filter regenerations carried out. Particulate filter may be blocked. Check filter.
Catalytic converter not installed or damaged. Check catalytic converter visually. Temperature
sensors damaged or incorrectly fitted. Check information and condition of sensors. Actuator
coil faulty or not within specified tolerance limits. Check actuator condition. The control unit is
turned off by the general switch instead of by the key k Possible problem in main relay or
connections. Check wiring and then replace the main relay. Short circuit in main relay or relay
faulty. Check wiring between battery and ECM and then replace the main relay. Ensure the
engine is working in non-critical conditions. Check the sensor connections and accuracy.
Check the lubrication system. CAN messages from TC tachograph inconsistent. Check the
tachograph connection with the CAN line. Change the engine oil. Battery voltage excessive ECU
overheating. Check VGT connection and actuator. Control Unit inconsistent. Too many
regenerations carried out. Check particulate filter and faults in sensors. Your email address will
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Non-necessary. Relay may be faulty. Accelerator pedal and brake pressed simultaneously for
too long ; Accelerator pedal blocked or faulty; Incorrect use of vehicle. Main and secondary
brake switch not synchronised. Check the wiring and the sensor accuracy. Parameter recovery
value: coolant temperature value if intact otherwise C. Check wiring and installation. Possible
problem in Injector coil. Possible injector Connection problem or disconnected internally.
Terminal resistance not suit- able.

